
Choosing typography



Typography

In your lifetime you’ve seen billions of letters and millions of words, yet
you might never have consciously noticed the typefaces you read.

Type is important because it is an unconscious persuader. It attracts
attention, sets the style and tone of a document, colors how readers
interpret the words, and defines the feeling of a page — usually without
the reader realizing. In short, the best typography goes often
unnoticed. The art of typography illuminates the meaning of the copy.
The basic rules of page layout  help the designer to express the
content visually.



Typography

Type is your personality on paper.
Change your typeface and you go from casual to formal, silly to
serious, staid to stylish, old-fashioned to modern.

Type is image.
You’d dress your best if you were going to an important meeting, and
your documents need to be well-dressed, too. Type can reinforce your
image as a company or an individual. If you use it consistently enough,
people will start to associate you with certain typefaces. They might
find themselves thinking of you when they see that typeface, without
knowing why.



Typography

Type is power.
Type has an effect on you even if you don’t consciously notice it. You
can use this power to your advantage to attract attention, strengthen
message, and improve your image, or you can overlook it and work
against yourself saying one message with your text while conveying
another with your font.

Type is communication.
Communication means relaying information about our logic and
emotions to others. The better you learn to communicate, the better
others will know your message.

Type is important.
The right typeface can encourage people to read your message. The
wrong typeface or wrong typography (type usage) can make your
message go unread.
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Two most important things to remember:

Type is on the page to serve the text.
It should make the words easy to read and provide a suitable
background. Type should not overpower the text. Type can be beautiful
and decorative — but if it calls undue attention to itself or makes it
more difficult to read the text — then it becomes self-conscious and
distracting — like bad movie direction.

There are not good or bad typefaces, there are appropriate and
inappropriate typefaces.
Think about your reader and the feeling you want to convey, then
choose a typeface that fits.
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What’s Appropriate?
Type is emotional on subliminal level because of the connotations it
conveys. For example, Helvetica is used on tax forms. Now, how do
you think you’re going to feel when you read something in Helvetica?
You may not consciously realize it is the same typeface, you may not
even know it is Helvetica. What matters is that you’ve seen the
typeface before and not under the most pleasant circumstances.
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If your business is one that needs to be taken seriously, such as
banking, don’t choose a whimsical such as University Roman or you’ll
loose credibility.

If you have a fun business, don’t use serious typeface such as
Helvetica or you’ll come across as boring. With that in mind, find the
most appropriate typeface, not the prettiest, not the most space-
efficient but the most appropriate.

University Roman
Helvetica
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If the absolutely most important thing about your document is that it
has to be easy to read by anyone of any age with any kind of eyesight
under any kind of lighting conditions, than the typeface you choose
must fit those criteria and you will probably end up with something that
has large x-height such as Cheltenham, Melior, or Serifa.

If the most important thing is that it looks traditional, then you’ll choose
a typeface such as Centaur, Bembo, Bodoni, Gilliard, Palatino, or
Weiss.

If you want something casual and friendly, you’ll choose something like
Souvenir or Cooper.

Serifa Palatino    Souvenir
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How do you tell which font is formal or informal?
Look at it and decide for yourself or hand out samples to your friends
and ask them what it reminds them off. Think about the reader and
what you want to convey. See how different typefaces convey different
feelings. At least 80% of typography is common sense.
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Which faces work best together?
The answer is usually simple: serif faces work best with sans serif
faces. This means that if your body text is in Goudy Old Style, a serif
face, you should use a sans serif as a companion. Don’t use
Garamond with Goudy (they’re both serif faces). It will look sloppy if
you do.

Goudy
Garamond

Goudy
Frutiger
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Avoid the overused. Most people turn first to the default fonts in their
computer when they are choosing type. While this is convenient it is
not necessarily effective because these typefaces are overused and
have lost some of their impact. Helvetica, Arial and Times Roman are
the most overused ones. When you use them, you are looking like
everyone else. There are thousands of typefaces to choose from so
choose wisely.
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Type Terms and Fundamentals

Fonts are the electronic files that contain typefaces. A single typeface
is made up of the upper and lowercase letters of the alphabet, the
numbers, punctuation marks, and special characters, all in particular
style, such as Garamond.

Type size is always measured in points. There are approximately 72
points per inch. Body text is generally set from 10 to 12 points.
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Serif or Sans Serif Typefaces. A serif is the small crossbar (or finishing
stroke) that ends the main stroke of letters. Sans (French for “without”)
serif typefaces don’t have serifs.

Classic serif: Goudy, Garamond, Caslon, Palatino, Bodoni, Times,
Baskerville, Cheltenham

Classic sans serif: Helvetica, Folio, Impact, Futura, Frutiger, Gill Sans,
Univers, Optima

Serif
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Weights. Typefaces generally come in several weights such as regular,
italic, bold and bold italic. Different weights of the same typeface are
called a family.

Faces designed for headings and headlines may have only one weight
but body text face usually have four, with professional fonts offering as
many as 16 or so, from very light to very black.
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Kerning involves moving letters closer together or farther apart so that
they appear evenly spaced which in turn makes them easier to read.
Most fonts include kerning pairs (To, Tr, We and so on) that adjust their
spacing automatically when typed consecutively. These are all you
need for body text but sometimes you need to kern large type
manually.
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Tracking involves the spacing within a whole word, sentence or
paragraph.

Too loose > letters do not relate
Too tight > letters collide





Classification of typefaces

Humanist    Transitional       Modern         Egyptian

Humanist Sans   Transitional Sans      Geometric Sans 

Typography



Few good fonts






